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Dred Scott

Dred Scott: The ManDred Scott: The Man
Born c. 1799 in Virginia, slave to Peter Blow
1830: Sold to Dr. Emerson, military surgeon1830: Sold to Dr. Emerson, military surgeon
Moved frequently: to the non-slave states of Illinois, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Missouri
1843: Following Dr. Emerson’s death, offered to buy his 
freedom from widow - unsuccessful
1846: Sued for freedom



St. Louis Circuit Court

The Initial SuitThe Initial Suit
Circuit Court of St. Louis
Sought adjudication of freedom: Missouri a non-slave Sought adjudication of freedom: Missouri a non slave 
state
1847: Lost first trial
Second trial in circuit court taken on technicality
1850: Freedom granted to Scott



State Supreme Courtp

Appeal to Missouri Supreme CourtAppeal to Missouri Supreme Court
Widow appealed the case
1852: Scott lost on appeal1852: Scott lost on appeal

“Times now are not as they were when the previous decisions 
on this subject were made.”

Scott returned to Mrs. Emerson



Journey to U.S. Supreme Courty p

Transfer of Emerson Estate

Dr. Emerson’s estate comes under control of his widow’s 
brother, John Sandford of New York

Estate included Dred Scott & family
Allowed Scott to file suit in federal court naming Sandford
Di it  j i di ti  lDiversity jurisdiction clause

Citizens of two different states may file in federal court



“Once Free, Always Free”?, y

Grounded suit upon the Missouri Compromise’s “Once G ou ded su  upo  e M ssou  Co p o se s O ce 
Free, Always Free” doctrine regarding slaves

Once a slave set foot on Northern soil, considered free

Federal Court finds in favor of Scott
Sandford appealed the ruling, this time to the U.S. 
Supreme Court



Setting the Precedentg

U.S. Supreme Court reversed the federal Court U.S. Supreme Court reversed the federal Court 
ruling
Why?Why?

Federal Court failed to address Scott’s citizenship status
Diversity jurisdiction cannot be appliedDiversity jurisdiction cannot be applied

Requires citizens of different states
Scott is black, therefore not a citizen, therefore unable to 
file suit



Circumscribing New Legal Spaceg g p

African descendants were not citizensAfrican descendants were not citizens
Declaration of Independence never intended to include 
blacks in the term “citizen”

Supreme Court erroneously inferred superiority of 
one race based on neutral language of Declaration

Ruled impossible that “citizen” applied universally

Nor is there legal precedent to support rulingg p pp g



Reinforcement of Racial Hierarchyy

Further justified by pointing to historical inferiority Further justified by pointing to historical inferiority 
of blacks

Used existing power structure to warrant maintaining g p g
this imbalance



Maintaining the Status Quog

Circular, self-affirming argument:  descendants of Circular, self affirming argument:  descendants of 
blacks cannot be considered citizens – whether 
freed or enslaved

Circumvented the Missouri Compromise doctrine by 
failing to recognize Scott as a citizeng g

Leaves no legitimate legal avenue to ensure 
enforcement of “once free, always free”
Missouri Compromise compromised?



Racist Construct 

Created perception that legitimate legal avenues Created perception that legitimate legal avenues 
existed, while still allowing social hierarchy to 
remain in placep
Filled a legal void to sustain the supremacist 
perspectivep p

Freedom without citizenship
Excluded blacks from political community indefinitely



What Does “Free” Mean?

Decision conveniently failed to address what “free” Decision conveniently failed to address what free  
meant

What rights are allocated to a freed slave or a g
freeman of black descent?

Court limited these rights, creating a new legal space of 
freedom without citizenship
Court comfortable defining “citizen” but not what it meant 

 b  “f ”to be “free”



Implicationsp

“Once Free, Always Free” ineffective and Once Free, Always Free  ineffective and 
unenforceable
Freed slaves denied citizenship with no clear Freed slaves denied citizenship with no clear 
circumscription of rights
African descendants had no legal recourseAfrican descendants had no legal recourse

Unable to use Court system

Supreme Court effectively used as a political Supreme Court effectively used as a political 
instrument to keep power structure in place



D d S  (  1799 1858)Dred Scott (c. 1799 – 1858)




